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OBJECTIVES

❑ Explore the differences
between adaptive and
technical change
❑ Describe what creates
effective change for the
BHI work
❑ Learn the steps to a
successful change
roadmap
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WHY TALK ABOUT CHANGE?

+ Implementing thorough and sustainable BH integration
often involves CULTURAL transformation in the practice in
addition to TECHNICAL transformation
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in workflows?
Changes in job roles?
Changes in team composition or team functioning?
Changes in priorities?
Changes in relationships?

+ All BHI elements require leadership investment in the effort
and application of change management skills and
techniques
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WHAT IS CHANGE?

“To improve is to change; to be perfect is to
change often.”
Winston Churchill
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THE INGREDIENTS OF EFFECTIVE CHANGE

WHAT DOES IT TAKE FOR CHANGE TO
BE EFFECTIVE?
✚ A change worth making.
✚ Leadership committed to the
change.
✚ Resources sufficient to make the
change.

✚ A plan to use those resources well.
✚ Skills and perseverance to carry
out the plan.
✚ An ability to learn from doing.

✚ Broad participation and
engagement in the full change
process.
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A CHANGE WORTH MAKING

+ When thinking about implementing a BHI program, what
are the factors that help drive decisions about practice
transformation?
• Data revealing a care need in your patient population and a gap in
services delivered
• Data illustrating financial instability
• Other data, such as patient or staff satisfaction results
• Strategic opportunity to expand clinical services, access, growth in
number of patients

+ To make it “a change worth making”, the need has to be
greater than the “cost” to do it (money, time, people,
other resources)
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CHANGE TAKES BOTH TECHNICAL AND ADAPTIVE WORK

ATTENTION
EFFORT &
RESOURCES

TECHNICAL
CHANGE

Performance Improvement Cycle: 1

2

3

ADAPTIVE
CHANGE
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5
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SUSTAIN & IMPROVE

TIME
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: FIVE KEY QUESTIONS

1) What is the change?

2) How do we organize to manage
(lead/support) this change?
3) Who (and what) will be affected by
the change, and how?
4) How do we get from here to there?
5) How do we align change strategies
with behaviors?
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: WHAT IS THE CHANGE?

Selecting the strategy
- What needs to
change

Defining the change Describing the
destination - the Aim
(where your want to
get and why)

Defining the change How will you know
when you get there?
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: WHAT IS THE CHANGE?

SELECTING THE STRATEGY | WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE?
DATA show us where the biggest
gaps are in our processes and
systems

High number of
patients in our
population with
diabetes and
depression and
outcomes are
below benchmarks

Access to
behavioral health
needs are > than
30 days out

Readmission rates
for our patients
with BH needs are
steadily increasing

Defining the change - Describing
the destination - the Aim (where
your want to get and why)

An aim/goal is based on the data
showing the gap in care. Set the
aim/goal to be a stretch goal but
not unrealistic

Defining the change - How will
you know when you get there?

DATA! Need frequent measures
over time and after each action
step
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: EXAMPLE OF AN AIM/GOAL

+ Goal – To increase the number of patients with depression
having a clinical response or remission from 25% to 50% in
12 months
• Mid-term process goal – to increase the number of patients
screened annually for depression using the PHQ-9 to 95%
• Mid-term goal – To increase the number of patients with clinical
depression actively engaged in BH care management to 85% within
6 months

+ Identify the measures and a data plan that will be needed
to monitor progress towards these goals, give feedback to
reinforce what's working, and activate new actions
(changes in workflows, technology and tools needed, etc.)
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: HOW DO WE ORGANIZE TO MANAGE
(LEAD/SUPPORT) THIS CHANGE?

1. Establishing key change roles and change
management infrastructure
2. Assessing readiness for change
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: HOW DO WE ORGANIZE TO MANAGE
(LEAD/SUPPORT) THIS CHANGE? Key Roles for Change

✚ Sponsor – is there a key leader who is
supporting this change?
✚ Team Leader – who will be the content lead for
the collaborative care model? PCP champion?
BH champion?
✚ Change Agents – who will be on the team that
is leading the changes? (e.g., provider, care
manager, BH team member, scheduler,
rooming nurse, IT staff)
✚ Change Participants – who will be affected by
these changes?
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: IS YOUR ORGANIZATION READY FOR THE
CHANGE?

✚ Compelling purpose/vision

✚ Customer focus
✚ Flexible/response culture
✚ Prior change experience

✚ Positive climate
✚ Aligned incentives
✚ Capacity to undertake the change
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: IS YOUR ORGANIZATION READY FOR THE
CHANGE?

✚ Compelling purpose – do you have baseline
data for your patients with depression? How
many are screened? How many screened
positive? How are patients treated/referred
following a positive screen? Do patients lack
adequate access to BH care? Tell and show
the compelling purpose
✚ Customer focus – patient data, utilization, and
care experience surveys
✚ Flexible/response culture – how well does
your organization respond to needed change?

✚ Prior change experience – do you have a past
organizational project that resulted in a
positive change? If so, what were
contributing factors to that success?
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: IS YOUR ORGANIZATION READY FOR THE
CHANGE?

✚ Positive climate – finding change agents with positive outlook to lead
change

✚ Aligned incentives – are there incentives and strategic goals that support
the need and use of the collaborative care model?
✚ Capacity to undertake the change – how much other change is happening
at the same time? Are the other changes affecting the same people and
resources for this change?
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: WHO (AND WHAT) IS AFFECTED BY THE
CHANGE, AND HOW?

Determine the impact of the change:
 On the work
 On the people
 On the formal and informal organizational structures

This includes:
 What is affected
 Who is affected

 How much
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: WHO (AND WHAT) IS AFFECTED BY THE
CHANGE, AND HOW?

DETERMINE THE IMPACT OF
IMPLEMENTING THE COLLABORATIVE
CARE MODEL
✚ Impact on the work
✚ Changing the workflow and hand-offs
✚ Technology needed such as registries, care
plans, electronic PHQ-9
✚ Impact on the people
✚ New role of care manager, BH specialist;
affecting the PCP team, schedulers, etc.
✚ On the formal and informal organizational structures
✚ Space considerations
✚ Training
✚ Who takes their lunch break with whom….and
doesn’t want that changed
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CHANGE VS. TRANSITIONS

CHANGE

TRANSITION

External

Internal

Can be planned and
“engineered”

Must be
experienced

Happens to us

We need to handle
it personally
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: WHO (AND WHAT) IS AFFECTED BY THE
CHANGE, AND HOW? Stages of Transition

✚ Ending: Letting go and grieving the loss of what was
✚ Neutral Zone: Drifting and exploring
✚ New Beginning: Creating the new; arriving

Based on the work of William Bridges
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: HOW DO WE GET FROM HERE TO THERE?

+ Remember: all change is personal
+ Levers of change:
• Communication – communicate what is changing, when, and who is
leading/who wants to be involved. Communicate 8x in 8 ways
• Education/Training – providing training on all new processes and
roles, helps people feel more confident/comfortable and less
resistant to change
• Reinforcement (Recognition and Rewards) – DATA highlights what is
working well, and also illustrates when actions/model is not working
well to drive changes
• Personal Support – need to provide to mitigate against resistance

+ Plan “there to here,” travel “here to there”
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WHAT IS RESISTANCE?

IS

IS NOT

Inevitable and emotional response

Necessarily logical

A natural function of disruption

A sign of disloyalty

Manageable

Something to overcome or combat

An attempt to protect or defend the
individual and protect them from
harm

Aimed at you or to be taken personally

A sign that the potential for change
exists. An indirect expression of
underlying concern

Designed to discredit your
competence, despite the words being
used

Attempting to control the change
process

Indicative of poor performance

A learning process

A sign that the change process is out
of control
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MOST COMMON MISTAKES IN MANAGING RESISTANCE

Attempting to change
the end user’s view with
“logical” arguments
about why they should
change

Dealing with the person;
not the issue

Giving up or not
repeating the process

Ignoring the end user’s
emotions and behaviors
concerning the change

Assuming what is
“logical” to you is logical
to the end user
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EFFECTIVE BEHAVIORS IN MANAGING RESISTANCE

+ Creating rapport. Build strong working relationships
+ Establishing expectations and providing context
+ Explaining the change in terms of the stakeholder’s “What
is in it for me” baseline
+ Establishing the source of resistance from the
stakeholder’s point of view
+ Asking open-ended questions—support and invite open
expression
+ Occupy less than 25% of the air time- shut up and listen
+ Utilize the stakeholder’s energy to help manage the
situation
+ Create WIN-WIN situations
+ Repeat the resistance management process
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: HOW DO WE ALIGN CHANGE STRATEGIES
WITH BEHAVIORS?

+ After planning the work it is now time to work the plan.
+ Use the structures, roles, and processes you have put in
place to manage the change.
+ On-going alignment questions:
• Are we on course? If not, what do we need to do to get back?
• What are we learning from our experiences?

+ Repeat all steps as needed….
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THE JOURNEY TO CHANGE: HOW DO WE GET FROM HERE TO THERE?

+ Levers of change:
•
•
•
•

Communication
Education/Training
Reinforcement (Recognition and Rewards)
Personal Support

+ DATA! Using data as a key within these change levers is
necessary and powerful
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